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EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS FOR AN ELLIPTIC-ALGEBRAIC SYSTEM
DESCRIBING HEAT EXPLOSION IN A TWO-PHASE MEDIUM
CRISTELLE BARILLON 1 , GEORGY M. MAKHVILADZE 2 AND VITALY A. VOLPERT 3
Abstract. The paper is devoted to analysis of an elhptic-algebraic System of équations describmg
heat explosion m a two phase medium filling a star-shaped domain Three types of solutions are found
classical, critical and multivalued Regularity of solutions is studied as well as their behavior dependmg
on the size of the domain and on the coefficient of heat exchange between the two phases Critical
conditions of existence of solutions are found for arbitrary positive source function
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1.

INTRODUCTION

There is a big physical literature devoted to heat explosion in heterogeneous media (see for example [1,2,6,
8,11]). In this paper we study one of the models which describes heat explosion in a non-moving heterogeneous
medium consisting of reacting particles surrounded by a gas. Chemical reaction can occur inside the particles or
between the particles and the gas, but it does not occur inside the gaseous phase. The particles are sumciently
small and there is no heat conduction in this phase. The gas is heat conductmg and there is heat exchange
between the two phases. The heterogeneous medium heated due to exothermic chemical reaction loses its energy
by heat conduction between the gas and the vessePs cold boundaries which are maintained at the initial (room)
température. We dénote U\ and u2 the dimensionless températures of the particles and the gas respectively, a
nonlinear function F{u\) characterizes the rate of heat production in the particles' phase, the parameter a the
rate of heat exchange between two phases. This model is represented in the stationary case by the following
elliptic-algebraic System of équations
F(u1)-a(u1-u2) = 0,
Au2 ~ a(u2 - ui) = 0 ,

(1.1)
(1.2)

which can be understood as equilibrium of heat production and heat loss in each phase. Equations (1.1), (1.2)
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are considered in a bounded domain ft C Mm with a sufïiciently smooth boundary dft The boundary condition is
u2 \on= 0
The function F(u{) is supposed to be positive for u\ > 0, the parameter a is also positive
The basic question m the theory of heat explosion is to find critical conditions of existence of solutions
dependmg on parameters of the problem and, m particular, on the size of the domain Heat explosion m a
two-phase medium is considered m [6,11] in the case where the gas température does not depend on the spatial
variable One dimensional spatial case for a particular form of the non hnearity F(u) = exp(u) is studied
numencally m [2] In this work we consider the multidimensional case for an arbitrary positive function F(u)
We suppose that the domain ft is star shaped, i e if 0 is a "star-shapmg" point, for any x0 E ft the interval
txo, 0 < t < 1 also belongs to ft In this case we can introducé a family of domains ft\ each of them obtamed
from the domain ft by the transformation y — Arc, where y E fl\> x E ft The parametei À deteimines the size
of the domain, and so Ai > A2 implies the inclusion ft\2 C ft\1 Then, consideimg the pioblem (1 1),(1 2) in a
domam ft\ of size A, the system can be written, via a change of variables, m the domam ft as
F(m) - a(ui - u2) = 0 m Ü ,
2

Au2 - X a(u2 - ux) = 0 in Ü ,
u2 | ö n = 0

(1 3)
(1 4)
(15)

A sum of équations (13) and (14) gives the followmg équation
2

-0

(16)

We can expect from (1 3) that the températures U\ and u2 of the two phases become close to each other as a
the coefficient of heat exchange mcreases In this case we obtam the followmg limiting problem
&v + \2F{v) = 0, u | ö n = 0

(17)

We show that indeed solutions of the problem (1 3)-(l 5) conveige to nondegenerate solutions of (1 7) as
a —> 00 (Sect 3) Critical conditions of existence and behavior of solutions of the problem (1 7) aie well studied
(see for example [4,5,9,14])
For arbitrary positive a the situation can be more comphcated The System (13), (14) is a differentialalgebraic System (foi the case of ordmary differential and algebraïc Systems of équations see [10] and refeiences
therein) A natural approach to study ît is to express one of the variables from the first équation and to substitute
ît mto the second one It should be noted, however, that there can exist critical points where F (u\) = a In this
case, if we express u2 through u\ from (1 3) and substitute mto (1 4), we obtam a degeneiate semihnear elliptic
équation, while, if U\ is expressed though u2, we obtam an équation with a multivalued nonlmeanty Existence
of the critical points détermines the type of solutions We show that there are two types of solutions classical
and critical (Sect 2) A classical solution is a smglevalued vector function with uz{x) E C^2 ^(Ö), 2 = 1 , 2 and
F'(ui(x)) < a everywhere mside Ù For a critical solution F/(u1(x)) < a and there exists a critical set where
F'(ui(x)) = a There are also multivalued solutions that would appear m the case where Ff(ui(x)) exceeds a
Figure 1 represents a schematic view of those different types of solutions for a one-dimensional domam The
température of the paiticles u± is plotted on the interval classical solutions are represented by a smooth profile,
for critical solutions, the profile looses îts regularity at a critical point x* where the particles' température
reaches the critical value u{ and F' (uj) = a The third curve on this figure gives an idea of what a multivalued
solution looks hke
The contents of the paper are as follows In Section 2 we study regularity of solutions We show in particular
that the critical solutions are Holder contmuous and that the critical set has zero measure Section 3 is devoted
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1. 3 types of solutions.

to existence of solutions. As it was already mentioned we analyze the behavior of solutions for large a. We prove
also existence of continuous branches of solutions depending on the parameter À. Each such branch ends with
a critical solution which séparâtes classical and multivalued solutions. We show that bounded solutions do not
exist if the domain is sufficiently large. In Section 4 we obtain a critical condition for existence of solutions in
the form of a minimax représentation assuming that F(ui) is a convex function. It allows to find or to estimate
the critical size of the domain above which there is no bounded stationary solution to the System. This absence
of bounded stationary solution is interpreted as heat explosion.
2. ESTIMATION OF CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS
We assume that the function F (s) is positive and continuous with its second derivatives. We recall that À
and a are positive parameters. Put Ga(s) = s — ^F(s). Suppose that there exists a positive solution u® to the
équation Ga(s) — 0 such that Ga(u^) > 0. If Ga(s) > 0 for ail s > itÇ, then U2{x) can be expressed through
u\(x) from (1.3) and we obtain the problem:

»n= 0

(2.2)

equivalent to (1.3)-(1.5). Assume now that there exists u* > u® such that Ga(ul) — 0, Ga(s) > 0 for u® <
s < u*. If ui(x) reaches the critical value u\, then équation (2.1) becomes degenerate. Figure 2 represents a
situation where the function F and coefficient a are such that Ga defined above satisfies those hypothesis with
values u± and u\.
We study in this section the problem (2.1), (2.2) under the following hypothesis:
Ho F is of class C^2^ on bounded intervais,
H\ 3u? > 0 such that Ga(ui) = 0 , G'a(y%) > 0,
7^2 3u^ > u® such that Ga(v>i) = 0 , Ga(s) > 0 for u® < s < t^.
We use the notations u® and u\ introduced above throughout the paper. We will show that classical solutions
u = (1^1,^2) are such that u\ < u\{x) < u\ 'm Q, while for critical solution sup xGn Ui(x) = u{ but then the
measure of the critical set D* — {x G Q : ui(x) = u*} is zero.
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as

U

FIGURE

o
1

2. Représentation of non-linearity F(s), line as and values u\ and u\.

Let D be a subdomain in ü with a smooth boundary. Integrating (2.1) over D} we obtain

^da

/

cln

dD

+ X2 f F(Ul)dx = 0,

(2.3)

JD

where n is the outer normal vector. This equality can be considered for a more gênerai class of domains D
which have a finite perimeter. In this case, dD should be understood as an essential boundary, D a s a set of
points of density and the normal to the boundary is defined everywhere up to (m — l)-dimensional Hausdorff
measure zero [12]. Moreover, the first intégral is defined for functions with a bounded variation (i.e. from BV
spaces) and in particular for u\ G C^Oil\Ù). In what follows we use this equality only on functions u\ G C1(Ö)
and for simplicity rest riet ourselves to this class of functions. Hence, we will study functions u± satisfying the
following condition:
Condition 1. u\ G

, and for any subset D C ft with a finite perimeter, u± sahsfies (2.3).

, 0 < ö < 1 such
Lemma 2.1. If u\ satisfies Condition 1} then there exists a unique function U2{x) G
that u(x) = (ui(x),U2(x)) is a solution of (1.3)-(1.5) .
Proof Consider the problem
Au2 + X2F{Ul(x)) = 0, u2 \&n= 0.
for some positive ö and for any
Since the function F{u\(x)) is Hölder continuons, then U2(x) €
subdomain D of Q, with a finite perimeter:

ƒ Çi

JdD °n

/

(2.4)

D

We show now that it implies Ga(ui(x)) = U2(x) in Q,. Dénote v(x) the function defined in Vt by v(x) =
U2(x) — Ga(u\). Function v belongs to CX(Ù) and from (2.3) and (2.4) we obtain
dv,
—da = 0.
dD dn

(2.5)

We show that Vi; is identically zero in ft. Suppose that it is not so. Then there exists some XQ E ft such that
V(XQ) T^ 0 and VV(XQ) ^ 0. Let for certainty v(xo) be positive. Consider the domain D c f i where v(x) > V(XQ).
If the domain D has a finite perimeter, then the intégral fdD f^da is defined and négative since | ^ \dD< 0
and J^ \X=XQ< 0 which contradicts (2.5). If its perimeter is not finite, then we can choose X\ close to XQ such
that S7v(xi) ^ 0 and the set Di = {x : v(x) > v(xi)} has a finite perimeter. Indeed, since v(x) has a bounded
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variation, then the intégral J_^ P(Eu)du, where P(EU) is the perimeter of the set Eu — {x : v(x) > u} is
bounded [3]. The lemma is proved.
•
Proposition 2.2. Let w(x) sattsfy Condition 1, w(x) \dn= ^î- If w(x) > u® in fi; then

G > ? ) > 0,

(2.6)

G'a(w(x)) >0, XGÜ.

(2.7)

and

Proof. Let D — Vt. The second intégral in (2.3) is positive. Since du/dn < 0, we obtain (2.6). Suppose that
the inequality (2.7) does not hold and for some XQ G fi,
Ga(w(x0)) < 0.
Since on the boundary dû
Ga(w(x)) > 0,
then there exists a domain D <zVt such that
Ga(w(x)) < 0, x e D
and
GŒ(w(x)) = 0, x€dD.

(2.8)

If the boundary of the domain D is smooth, then we can use the formula (2.3) directly. The first intégral in the
leffc hand-side equals zero, while the second one is positive. This contradiction proves (2.7).
In the gênerai case, we should consider sets with fînite perimeter s. We introducé the family of sets
Eu = {x : w(x) > u}
and dénote by P{EU) the perimeter of the set Eu. Since the function w(x) has a bounded variation, the intégral
1=1

P{Eu)àu
J — oo

is bounded (see [3]). The value of w(x) on the boundary of the domain D can be found from (2.8). Since w(x)
is continuons, its value is constant on each connected component of the boundary. Without loss of generality we
can suppose that D is connected and has interior points. Otherwise we take one of the connected components.
Let w(x) = ui, x e dD. Suppose that the perimeter P(EU*) is bounded. Then the Green's formula is valid for
functions of bounded variations and we have

f
Jdd*D

^

ö n

(2.9)

/
JD*

where d*D is the essential boundary and D* is the set of density points of the set D (see [13]). As above we
obtain a contradiction since the first intégral in (2.9) is zero while the second is positive.
Suppose now that P(EU+) is not bounded. Since the intégral / is bounded, then there exists a séquence {un},
un —» u\ such that P(EUn) is bounded. Then
/
Jd*EUn

G ^ H ^ d a + A2 /
dn

JE.n

F(w)dx = 0.

(2.10)
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Since w{x) is continuous, then the lower limit of the second intégral in (2.10) is positive. We show that the
séquence {un} can be chosen such that the intégral

tends to zero as n —» oo. This contradiction will prove the proposition.
Since \du/dn\ is uniformly bounded and
\G'a(w)\

<

k\w-ul\,

then
\J(un)\ < fci \un-ul\P{EUn).
Hère h and k\ are some constants. Suppose that
\J(u)\

> e > 0

for u in some neighborhood of u*. Then
and the intégral / is not bounded. Thus there exists a séquence {un} for which the intégral J(un) tends to
zero. The proposition is proved.
D
Remark 2.3. The inequality (2.7) can be proved for a wider class of functions. Let (ui(x)iU2{x)) be a solution
of the problem (1.3)-(1.5) such that u± is a continuous function and its first derivatives are uniformly bounded
outside of the critical set where u\(x) = u* and it is Lipschitz continuous in Ö. Suppose that there exists a
domain D c O such that
ui(x) = u\, x G dD, ui(x) > u{, x e D.
Then we can approximate ui by a séquence {un}, un < ui, un —> u\ such that the domains EUn = {x G ü :
Ui(x) > un} have nnite perimeter. The function ui(x) has continuous flrst derivatives in a neighborhood of
each point x G dEUn. The first intégral in the equality (2.10) (with w = U\) will converge to 0, while the second
intégral to a positive constant. This contradiction proves that U\{x) < u{.
We introducé now the following hypothesis:
H3-

F"(UÎ)ÏO.

Proposition 2.4. Suppose that TCQ — H3 are saUsfied. Let u(x) = (ui(x)^U2(x)) be a solution of the problem
(l.S)-(l.S) andu2{x) eC2(Ü). If

EL*)F(«ï)>atUl>uOfUlful
U\ - U[

(2.11)

then the first derivatives of the function u\{x) are bounded m Ù uniformly outside of the critical set D* =
{x : u±(x) = u{} and ui(x) is Lipschitz continuous in Cl. The m-dimenswnal Hausdorff measure of the set
£)+ = {x : u\(x) > ui} is zero. If this set is not empty, then the first derivatives of u\{x) are not continuous.
Proof. The boundedness of the derivatives ^ ^ easily follows from (1.3) for any x that does not belong to D*.
We show that the derivatives remain bounded a s x ^ D * . We note that from (2.11) it follows that

where u% = u\ — ^F(ul) > 0. Hence the équation F(u\) = a(u± — U2) does not have solutions for U2 >
Consequently, u2{x) < u\ in Q.
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Using the Taylor expansion:

F(Ul) = F(u*x) + a(ux - ni) + V K ) ( ^ - u\f{l + O{\ u, - u\ |)),

(2.12)

we obtain from (1.3):

"
On the other hand, differentiating (1.3) with respect to xz, we have:

Taking into account that F (u\) = a, we have also another expansion:

- - I F " K ) ( U I - uî)(l + O(\Ul - u\ D).

M

(2.15)

From (2.13)-(2.15) we have:
du\

du2

dx%

dx% ±-F"(ul)(ul - ux)(l + O(| m -

It remains to use the estimation (see [7]):
du2

-—

<9x2

< 2i/sup

d2u2

y

Thus we have proved that the fîrst derivatives ^ are uniformly bounded outside the critical set D*. We show
now that ÎXI(X) satisfies a Lipschitz condition in Ù. For any XQ,X €Ù\ D* the estimation
I ui(z) - ui(a:o) |< K | x - x 0 |

(2.17)

follows from the uniform boundedness of the derivatives. Taking the limit in the above expression as XQ tends
to XQ e D*, we obtain that u\{x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition and has a bounded variation. From Remark
2.3 it follows that u\(x) < u\ in Ù and the same method allows to prove that fJb{D+) = 0 where ^(D+) dénotes
the m-dimensional Hausdorff measure of the set D + .
Suppose that the set D* is not empty and ux{x) G C 1 (Î7). Let XQ G D* and choose D in (2.3) to be a small
bail with the center XQ and radius r. Then the second intégral in (2.3) is equivalent to X2(F(ul) + e(r))fi(D)
where e(r) —»Oasr—• 0 , while the first intégral is equivalent to <p{r)fj,{D) where 4>(r) —»Oasr—>0.
For r
sufficiently small, we obtain:

0 < X2(F(ul) + e(r) - 0(r))/i(£>) < f
JdD

G'M^da
n

V

Note that if u is only Lipschitz continuons, the term JdD Ga(u\)^^da
the proposition.

+ A2 f F(Ul)dx = 0 .
JD

is not defined. This contradiction proves
D
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R e m a r k 2.5. In the case of a convex non-linearity (2,11) is satisfied.
We use (2.11) to consider values of m greater than u\ (see Remark 2.3).
In the remaining part of this section, we assume
7^4 on each interval of monotonicity of the function t = Ga(s) the inverse function s = Ha(t)
is uniformly Hölder continuons with an exponent 7 , 0 < 7 < 1.
Lemma 2.6. Let (ui{x),U2{x)) be a solution of the problem (1.3)-(1.5) defined m all Ö; ui(x) be bounded m
Ù and U2 € W2iP for some p > 1. Then the critical set D* = {x : Ui(x) = u^} does not have interior points
and mix) € G^(Ü), u2(x) e C^Ô\Ù) for some ö.
Proof Since U\{x) G LP{Q) for any p > 1, then there exists a solution v2 6 W2iP(Q) of (1.4). By uniqueness
of solutions, V2 = u2 and by the embedding theorems, U2(x) G C^(Û) for some a > 0. Then from (1.3)
m{x) e C^a\Ü) and from (1.4) u2{x) G C^2^a\Ü). From Propositions 2.4 and 2.2 it follows that ^i(x) < u{
and U2(x) < U2 in ft.
On the critical set, u2(x) = G a (tt*). If it has interior points, then Au2 = 0 on it and (1.4) gives a contradiction. The lemma is proved.
UU
From the results above we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 2.7. Let Ho - 7ï4 and (2.11) be saüsfied.
Ifuix) = (ui(tc), u2ix)) ts a solution of the problem (1.3)~(1.5) such that u\{x) is bounded and u2 € W2'P(O)
for some p > 1, then u® < Ui(x) < u^ , ui(x) has bounded first derivahves outside of the critical set D* = {x :
uiix) = ui} and it is Lipschüz conünuous m Cl, u2{x) 6 C^2>6\Ù) for some ö > 0. If the critical set D* is not
empty, then u\ix) does not belong to C 1 (n).
Définition 2.8. We will say that (tij, ^2) is a critical solution of (1.3)-(1.5) if the critical set D* = {x : u\ix) =
ui} is not empty.
In the end of this section we show that a critical solution can be obtained as a limit of classical solutions.
Theorem 2.9. Lei {u^^u^) be solutions of the problems (1.3), (1.5) with X = Xn ands\xpxUiix) < u*. Suppose
that Xn —» A* and
lim supuV'ix) — u\.
Then there exists a solution üx(x) € C(Ô\Ù,), ü2ix) € C(2)(5)(Ö) of the problem (L3)-(L5) wüh X = X* and
there is a subsequence ofu™(x) convergmg to ü%ix) uniformly in O.
Proof It is sufficient to note that the following estimations are independent of n:

The first estimation is obvious. Each of the other estimations uses the previous one. Moreover, the second uses
(1.3) and (1.4); the third, embedding theorems; the fourth, (1.3); the fifth, (1.4). The theorem is proved.
D
3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
In the first part of this section A is a fixed parameter and we study the asymptotics for large a (convergence
towards the problem of heat explosion in homogeneous medium as the heat exchange bet ween the two phases
becomes infinité), while from Lemma 3.3 until the end of the section, a is arbitrary and we study the existence
of solutions to (1.3)—(1.5) relatively to the size parameter A.
We show first that for large a solutions of the problem (2.1), (2.2) converge to solutions of the problem
Aw + X2F(w) = 0, w | ö n= 0.

(3.1)
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We assume that Ho — ^2 are satisfied.
If there exists a solution w(x) of the

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the boundary dû belongs to the dass
problem (3.1) and the hneanzed problem
Au + X2F {w(x))u = 0, u \dQ= 0

(3.2)

has only zero solution, then the problem (2.1), (2.2) has a solution for ail a > aQ, where ao %s sufficiently large,
and it converges to w(x) in C^2\Û) as a —» 00.
Proof. Dénote by u^a a positive solution of Ga(s) = 0. Hence u^a = ^F(u^a) and since F is bounded on any
bounded interval of M+, then u®'a tends to zero as a —> 00. If u\ is a classical solution of (2.2), v = u\ — u\'a
is a solution of the equivalent problem:

G'jv + u°{a)Av + Gl(v + u°^a) | Vv |2 +\2F{y + u°'a) = 0,

(3.3)

v \dn^ 0.

(3.4)

We consider a small neighborhood of the function w(x) in the norm
that satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. In this neighborhood

where w is a solution of (3.1)
(3.5)

for a sufficiently large. Then équation (3.3) can be written as
A»

Consider the operator
A{v) =Lv + B{v),
acting from C^ {Ü) to C^ (Ü), where Lv = Av and
>S)

S)

B(V)

=

Let U be a bounded domain in CQ ' (Ö), 0 < ö < 1 such that ail functions from U satisfy (3.5). Then the
operator B(v) is bounded as acting from U to C^(Ù). Since the operator

is compact, then L~1A(v) = v + K(v), where K(v) = L"xB{v),
Dénote \i — ~ and consider the parametrized operator

where
and put

is a compact operator from U to C Q ' (fl)

|2 +X2F(v + uf'a)))/(l

- fj.F'(v + uf'
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with
Kl>{v) =

L-1BIJk{y).

We have

M0(v) = L~l(Av + \2F(v)).
Then
MQ(w) = 0
and
= L'x{Au 4- A 2 F'O)?/).
Thus the linearized operator does not have zero eigenvalue and the index of the stationary point w (topological
degree computed on a small neighborhood of w) is defined and equals (—1)" where v is the number of positive
eigenvalues of the operator MQ(w). Hence the index of w is different from zero.
We note that
MQ(W)U

\ \ ^ ) ( ) \ \ O ,

as/z->0,

(3.7)

vEU

where || • ||W is the norm in CW(fi). So if

M0(v) ^ 0 , vedU,

(3.8)

then
^

^ 0,

vedU

for fj, sufflciently small, and
where 7 dénotes the degree of the operator over domain U. As a set U we choose a small neighborhood of an
isolated solution v = w of the équation MQ(V) = 0 with nonzero index. Then (3.8) is satisfled and thus for \i = ^
sufficiently small there is a solution v^ of the équation M^(v) = 0 in U. By construction, t>M belongs to CQ (Ù).
It can be easily verified that v^ is in CQ ' (Ö). Indeed, solutions ü of the linear problems, Lu + B^v^) = 0
belong to CQ ' (Ö). Since w = L"1BfM(vfx) and ^ = L~lB^{v^,
then t;M = ü. Convergence of ^ to w in
C^2) (Ö) follows from this. The theorem is proved.
D
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that the problem (3.1) does not have solutions m a bounded domain G C CQ (îî).
Then for ail a sufficiently large the problem (2.1), (2.2) does not have solutions m G.
Proof. Suppose that there is a séquence { a n } , an —> 00 such that the problems (2.1, 2.2) with a = an have
solutions in the domain G. Then the équation

has a solution vn € G. Hère an = l//i n and the operator MM is the same as in the proof of the previous
theorem. Then
vn = -K^n(vn)
and we can choose a subsequence from the séquence {vn} converging to some i?o € G. Then Mo(i?o) = 0 and ^0
is a solution of the problem (3.1). This contradiction proves the theorem.
•
Now we consider a fixed and study the continuous branches of solutions depending on the size of the domain.
In the following lemma we suppose that À dénotes the diameter of the domain.
L e m m a 3.3. If the diameter X of the domain ftx is sufficiently small, then there ez'ists a solution of the problem

(1.3H1.5).
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Proof We consider the degenerate parabohc System m the domam Çl\, that is the évolution problem correspondingto (1 1),(1 2),(1 5)
^

= %)-^i-4

~

= Au2-a(u2-u1)

(3 9)
(3 10)

and construct a lower and upper functions for ît As a lower fonction we take
<t>(x) = (<j)1(x)^2{x))7

<f>i(x) = u®, <f)2(x) = 0 m Q

We proceed now to construction of an upper function Without loss of generality we can assume that 0 G ft
Weput

i){x) = - a | x | 2 +&, | x \= yjxl +

+ x^

2

wheie a and b are positive constants such that b/a > À Then tp(x) > 4>2(x) = 0 m Û We define the function

v(x) = (vi(x),v2(x)) by the equalities
V2(x)

=ip(x),

F(Vl(x)) - afaix) - v2{x)) = 0

(3 11)

Smce F {u\) < a} then for b = max^çj]^^) sufficiently small, vi(x) can be found from (3 11) and V\{x) >
(j>i (x) Moreover
- Ui) —^0, as b —> 0
We have further
A^2 —

OL(V2

— vi) = —2ma + F(vi(x))

If

a > F(u?)/2m,
then the right hand side of the last equahty is négative for b sufficiently small Thus v(x) is an upper function
Solution of the System (3 9), (3 10) with the initial condition u(x,Q) = <f>(x) and the boundary condition
^2 \dn~ 0 mcreases m time and ït is bounded from above by the function v(x) Then ît converges to a
stationary solution The lemma is proved
•
Remark 3.4. From the proof of the lemma it follows that there exists a stationary solution u(x) of (1 3)-(l 5)
such that
max | u\(x) — u? |—• 0, max | u2{x) —
| > 0, as À —> 0
n
n

(3 12)

Remark 3.5. The use of upper and lower functions for the évolution problem is equivalent to the use of upper
and lower solutions for the stationary équations Proof of Theorem 4 1 m the next section relies on an itérative
scheme based on upper and lower solutions
We dénote Eo the space of functions w(x) = {wi(x)}W2{x)) such that w±(x) G C ^ ( Ö ) , w2{x) G CQ (fî),
and E1 = Eo x R
Lemma 3.6. Let K be a compact set m a Banach space E and KQ be ont of lts connected component For any
ô > 0 suffictently small, there exists a domain G$ such that
Ko c G 5 ) K n dGô = 0, dist(/f0, dGs) < ö
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Proof. For any UQ G K we dénote by Ba{uo) the sphère \\u — UQ\\ < a and

Let G^ be a connected component of the domain Ga containing the set KQ. Then
i^o C G°, and by construction K n <9G° = 0.
It is sufficient to show that for a sufficiently small
dist(Kö,dG°a) <ö

(3.13)

for any given positive ö.
Suppose that there exists S > 0 such that (3.13) does not take place for any a. We consider a séquence {crn}
decreasing and converging to zero, and the corresponding séquence of domains G%n. Then

Kx = n n= i, 2) Gln c K.
The set K\ is closed. Moreover, since (3.13) does not hold, then there exists u\ G Ki such that u\ g /<oWe show that the set K\ is connected. It will give a contradiction with the assumption that KQ is a connected
component of the set K and will prove the lemma. Suppose that K± is not connected. Then there exist two
sets K\ and K\ such that
KX = K\\JK\,
K\Ç\K\ = %, K\Ç\K\ = %.
Since the domain G°Un is connected for any an in the considered séquence, then there exists a séquence {un}
such that
un € K\, dist(u n; K\) —> 0, n —> oo.
By virtue of the assumption that the set K is compact, there is a subsequence of the séquence {un} converging
to some u* e K^ Then u* e K\ and u* e K\. If u* e K{, then K\ n K\ ^ 0, if u* e K\, then K\ H K\ =£ 0.
Hence the set K\ is connected. The lemma is proved.
D
Lemma 3.7. Lei K be the set of solutions w = (u^u^) of the problem (1.3)-(1.5) %n a bail \\w\\ < R tn EQ for
Ao < A < Ai. Suppose that
sup maxiüi(x) < IA*.
Then the set K is compact.
Proof Let {w^} be a séquence in K. We show that there is a converging subsequence of this séquence.
Let A\(w) be the operator corresponding to the problem (1.3)-(1.5),

Without loss of generality we can assume that the séquence {An} converges to some A.
Since the first components Wi(x) of the vector-valued function w^n\x) are bounded in C^(Ö), then from
the équation (1.4) we conclude that w^ [x) is uniformly bounded in C^2^(Ü) Then there exists a subsequence
7JÜ2 k\x) converging in C^(ft) to some function W2(x). From (1.3) it follows that w[nk\x) converges to wi(x).
Then the function w(x) = (wi(x),W2(x)) is a solution of the équation
A-X(w) = 0.
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converges to w(x) in EQ. We have
ZM

A^

= z{k) + ^(Fiw^x)) - F(w^\x)))

— aA (^2

z

) ~ a\*

i

~ ^nh ){^2

(3.14)

~~wi

)•>

zik) |aa=0 ;

(3.15)

(3.16)

where
z% =wl—wl

, i = 1,2.

fc

By virtue of the Schauder estimâtes z( ) converges to 0 in Eo- The lemma is proved.
Corollary 3.8. The set S of solutions (ui}\)

D

of the problem

i + u?)Vui) + X2F(u1 + u°) = 0, ni | ô n = 0

(3.17)

such that
sup
«s compact m any bounded closed set m C^'5 {Cl)
S n B %s compact).

maxtii(x) <
XR

(%.e. for any closed and bounded set E in CQ Î < 5 (^)

X R,

Lemma 3.9. For any u\ < m < u\ there exists Ao such that for any solution u(x) = (ux(x)yU2(x)) of the
problem (1.3)-(1.5) with A > AQ? we have max x tii(x) > m.
Proof Suppose that for any A there exists a solution such that max x u±(x) < m. Then max^ U2(x) < m—-^F(rn).
Consider the problem
Au2 + A26 = 0, u2 \dn* = 0
in a domain H' C fi, where b is a positive constant such that F(ui) > 6, uÇ < u± < u\. It has a unique positive
solution w\(x) and its maximum is a linear function of A2b. The function u(x) equal to w\(x) in Çl' and 0 in Cl/
Cl' is a lower function for the problem (1.5), (1.6). For A sufficiently small u{x) < u2{x) in Cl . For A sufficiently
large max x€Q ' u(x) > m — ^F(m) > m&xxeQU2(x). Hence there exists A = AQ such that u(x) < u2(x) in Cl
and U(XQ) = U2(XQ)^XQ G Cl . The function v(x) = u2(x) — ü(x) satisfies the équation Af + XQ(F(UI) — b) — 0
and v(x) > 0 in Cl , v(xo) = 0. This contradicts to the positiveness theorem for linear elliptic équations. The
lemma is proved.
•
Theorem 3.10. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.7, there exists a connected set M C E\ such that for any
(u(x), A) G M, u{x) is a solution of the problem (1 3)-(1.5), (ui ~ u\,u2 ~ 0, A — 0) G M and
sup

maxwi(x) — u\.

Proof. As a set M we take a connected set of pairs (u(x), A) in E± such that u(x) is a solution of the problem
(1.3-1.5) and that (u± = u^u2 = 0, À = 0) G M. We recall that from Lemma 3.3 and the remark after the
Lemma, if A is sufficiently small there exists a solution of (1.3)-(1.5) such that
max ui(x) — u\ |—• 0, m a x ] u2(x) \—* 0, A —> 0.
n

n
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Suppose that
sup
(u,A)GM

maxwi(x) < u*.
xeQ

By virtue of Lemma 3.9 and of estimâtes of classical solutions, the set of solutions of the problem (3.17) is
bounded in C^2^(Ü) x M. Moreover, the projection on C^2'6\Ù) x i o f a connected set of solutions in Ei of
(1.3)-(1.5) is a connected set of solutions of (3.17) and reciprocally From Lemma 3.6 and Gorollary 3.8 it
follows that a bounded domain G C C^2iô\Ù) can be chosen such that for any solution u(x) = (ui(x), u2{x))1 À)
in M, ui(x) belong to it,
sup maxtii(x) < -u*,
and there are no solutions of the problem (3.17) on the boundary dG.
We use the topological degree arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to obtain a contradiction. We
consider the operator:
A\(v) = Av
acting from C^ô) (Ù) to C ^ ( Ô ) , where

For À = 0 there exists a single solution v = 0 of the équation AQ(V) — 0 in the domain G. Smce A0(0)u = Au,
then the topological degree J(AQ^G) of the operator A0(v) over domain G equals 1 (cf. démonstration of
Theorem 3.1). We recall that Ax(v) ^ 0 for v e dG and A > 0. Hence j(Ax,G) = j(A0,G) ^ 0. On the other
hand. by virtue of Lemma 3.9 there are no solutions of the équation .AA(^) = 0 in G for À sufïiciently large.
Thus ^(Ax-G) = 0. this contradiction proves the theorem.
G
4. MlNIMAX REPRESENTATION OF THE CRITICAL CONDITION
In this section we obtain critical conditions of existence of solutions of the problem (2.1, 2.2) in a minimax
form. We will then show on an example how this minimax condition can be used to obtain approximate critical
conditions of existence of solutions.
T h e o r e m 4.1. Suppose that HQ —1i,2 are satisfted and
F"(u\) > 0, u° < ui < u\.
Then the mequahty
l . f
(lF(p))Ap
+ \F(p)
— > inr max
„„, x , „—^
,
a - PEK xen
F"(p)\Vp\2
'
where K is the class of functwns p € G^2^(Ù) such that
P \dn= u?, w? < p{x)

(4.1)
v

J

<u{yxeÙ

is a necessary condition and the strict inequahty is a sufficient condition of existence of solution w(x) E
of the problem (2.1), (2.2).
Proof Let the strict inequality in (4.1) be satisfied. Then there exists a function UQ G K such that
A(u 0 - -F{uQ)) + \2F(u0)

< 0, x e îî,

(4.2)
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u0 = it°, x G dû.
From the upper solution UQ(X) and lower solution u(x) = u®, we define two séquences of functions with the use
of a monotone itérative scheme. Functions Un(x) are solutions of the problem
AUn ~ OLUn = -OUn-u

Functions wn(^)

can

XG

fi,

(4.3)

J7n = 0, xGÔfi, n = 1,2,...
be found from the équation
Un(x) = u n (x) - -F(un),

n = 1, 2,...

(4.4)

We show first that
wi(x) <uo(x),
Indeed, the function v(x) = i£o(x) -

^F(UQ)

x G

fi.

(4.5)

— £/i(x) satisfies the problem

Ai; - av < 0, a; G fi, u = 0, x G ôfi.
Then v(x) > 0 in fi and

From this inequality and (4.4) for n = 1 follows (4.5) since uo(^) < w*.
We show now by induction that
un(a:)<un-i(ar), a; e fi, n = l , 2 , . . .

(4.6)

If this inequality holds for n = %, then from (4.3), U%+\{x) < U%{x), x G fi. Then from (4.4) follows (4.6) for
n = % + 1.
Since u n (i) > ti? in fi, then there exists a limiting function
ü(x) — lim

un(x).

We show that it satisfies the problem (2.1),(2.2). Indeed, we have
A(un - -F(un))
a

+ A 2 F(^ n ) = a(u n - u n _!), x €

fi,

(4.7)

un = 0, x G 9fi.
It remains to show that we can pass to the limit in (4.7). From convergence of the right-hand side in (4.3) in Lp
for any p>l follows convergence of Un in W^ and by virtue of embedding theorems in C^ for some positive
ö. Then from (4.4) follows convergence of un in C^s\ Again from (4.3) we obtain convergence of Un in C^2^
and from (4 4) convergence of un in C^2i6\ Thus the limiting function û(x) satisfies the limiting problem.
To prove the necessity we note that if a solution w(x) G C^2iö^ of the problem (2.1),(2.2) exists, then it
belongs to K and it satisfies equality in (4.1). The theorem is proved.
D
Remark 4.2. We note that the necessary and the sufrlcient conditions do not coincide exactiy. The equality
in (4.1) does not guarantee existence of a classical solution if infimum of the functional is reached on the critical
solution.
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In the end of this section we present an example illiistrating application of the minimax représentation to
estimât e the critical size of the domain.
We consider the problem (1.3), (1.4) in the case of one spatial variable 0 < x < L (hère À = L), and assume
that F(u\) = exp(z'Ui) (cf. [2,6]). Here z is a positive parameter called the Zeldovich number. Nonlinearities
of this form are spécifie for combustion processes. In this case the problem can be solved explicitly and we can
compare exact and approximate critical conditions. Now by the way of the minimax conditions, we can use
test-functions to approximate L. We put as test function
p(x) — ax2 -f bx + u\,
where
2(1 _ | e * ^

b = 2y/~aurn , L = 2yurn/

—a ,

Um is a parameter. Then
We impose an additional condition
p'(L/2)=Q.

(4.8)

In this case the maximum of the function p(x) is reached at L/2 and equals s = n m + u®. We require that
1 - -ezs > 0.
a
Then a is négative and all expressions above are well defined. We note that at s = u^ the last inequality becomes
an equality, so that um + u? < u*.
It can be verified directly that
(
and according to the minimax condition, there exists a solution of the problem (2.1),(2.2).
From (4.8) we find
L = 2^2(s - u^)e~zs(l - ezaezs) .

(4.9)

The function Lap(s) defined by formula (4.9) is positive for u® < s < u\. It gives an approximation of the
length of the interval L for each value of the maximal température s. It has a maximum at some s = s*, it is
increasing at the interval u® < s < 5* and decreasing at the interval s* < s < u\.
For any given L o , 0 < Lo < Lap(s*) there exist two solutions, SQ and si, SQ < si of the équation Lap($) — LQ.
To each of them corresponds an upper function of the problem (2.1), (2.2). Then for L = LQ there exists an
exact solution of this problem with the maximal value of its first component less than SQ . Hence we can conclude
that for the function Lex[s) which corresponds to the exact solutions,
Lap{s) <Lex(s),

u\ < 3 < s *

and
Lap($*) < maxl/ e x (s),
(see Fig. 3).
Eventually, Figure 4 shows the maximal length of the interval as a function of ^ .
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FIGURE 3 Length of the interval as a function of maximal particles température 6\ for stationary solutions with F(u) — eu and o; = 1000 (1) exact solution, (2) approxmiate solution
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FIGURE 4 Critical condition of heat explosion maximal length of the interval as a function
of ^ where a stationary solution exists (1) Exact solution (2) Estimation Correspondmg
domains I Stationary solutions exist, II Stationary solutions do not exist
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We note that a wider class of test functions p can be considered In particular it can be functions from
if we assume that there exists a finite number of points of discontinuity of the first derivative and at each point
xo, P{XQ - 0) > p{x0 -f 0).
We can use also a pièce-wise linear function as a test function. It coincides with the exact critical solution
where the maximum of the first component equals u\. The corresponding length of the interval is

L-

*
/

in*z

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we study a model which describes heat explosion in a non-moving heterogeneous medium
consisting of reacting particles surrounded by a gas. Chemical reaction can occur inside the particles or between
the particles and the gas, but it does not occur inside the gaseous phase. The particles are sufficiently small
and there is no heat conduction in this phase. The gas is heat conducting and there is heat exchange between
the two phases. The heterogeneous medium heated due to exothermic chemical reaction loses its energy by
heat conduction between the gas and the vessel's cold boundaries which are maintained at the initial (room)
température.
We consider a two-temperature continuons model and study existence and properties of solutions. We show
that there are two critical sizes of the domain. One of them corresponds to loss of regularity of solutions,
another one to disappearance of solutions when two solutions merge From the physical point of view the first
case corresponds to local heat explosion on one particle, the second case to global heat explosion where the
solution of the initial boundary value problem becomes unbounded (blow-up solution). We obtain a critical
condition of existence of solutions in a minimax form. It allows to estimate explicitly the critical size of the
domain. For the Arrhenius type kinetic with F(u\) — exp(ui), the critical condition obtained above performed
for one dimensional domains coincides with previous results [2].
One of the open questions her e is which of these two critical sizes corresponds to larger domains. Another
way to put this question is what type of heat explosion occurs when we increase the domain. Our conjecture
is that global heat explosion occurs in larger domains than the local one. It is also connected with stability of
solutions. We see on an example that the critical solution lies on decreasing branches and, consequently, can
be expected to be unstable.
We show that solutions of the two-phase problem converge to solutions of a problem in a homogeneous
medium when the coefficient of heat exchange between two phases increases.
On the other hand heat explosion in particles-gas system is connected with Semenov's theory of heat explosion
(see [14]). If wi is the température of a reacting medium and U2 is an ambient température, then according to
this theory heat explosion occurs if the équation

F(ui) — a(ui — U2) = 0

does not have solutions. In the problem of heat explosion of the two-phase medium, u\ corresponds to the
température of the particles, u^ to the température of the surrounding gas. We suppose that this équation is
solvable for u 2 = 0, i.e. the particles do not explode on the boundary of the domain. A stationary température
distribution with a bounded température inside the domain can exist if there are no local heat explosion or if
it occurs on (m-l)-dimensional surfaces (but not in m-dimensional domains). However, in the latter case, this
distribution is probably unstable and a small température distribution will lead to extinction or to global heat
explosion.
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